August 24, 2018
VIA EMAIL AND COURIER
Donald S. Clark,
Secretary Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Room H-159
Washington, D.C. 20580
Joseph J. Simons
Chairperson
Maureen K. Ohlhausen
Commissioner
Noah Joshua Phillips
Commissioner
Rohit Chopra
Commissioner
Rebecca Kelly Slaughter
Commissioner
Mary Engle, Associate Director for Advertising Practices
Bureau of Consumer Protection
Re: Request for investigative and enforcement action to stop tobacco companies’ deceptive advertising
online.
Dear Secretary Clark:
Please find attached a Petition by nine leading public health and medical organizations requesting the Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) to take prompt investigative and enforcement action against the four largest publicly
traded multinational tobacco companies - Philip Morris International, British American Tobacco, Japan
Tobacco International and Imperial Brands (Respondents) – to stop their deceptive advertising for cigarettes on
social media.
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Specifically, Petitioners request the Commission to issue an order to prevent Respondents from using influencer
marketing to promote their cigarette brands on social media without clearly informing consumers that content
posted by popular social influencers is in fact paid advertising for Respondents’ tobacco products.
The attached Petition details how tobacco companies are engaging in the same marketing tactics they have used
in the United States for decades to reach kids and young people - only now they are doing so while reaching an
unlimited and unrestricted audience via social media. The Respondents’ actions of flooding social media with
deceptive images of their products being used in trendy, hip settings by attractive and aspirational young people
threatens to undermine decades of progress in educating young people about the health hazards of tobacco use
and to undermine U.S. laws and regulations designed to protect young people from these deceptive images.
Though the deceptive advertising on social media originates from foreign-based influencers, the tobacco
companies’ online influencer marketing substantially penetrates the U.S. market and appears to target young
American consumers given that influencers promoting Respondents’ cigarette brands through social media have
a substantial U.S. following, use almost exclusively common English words in social media content (such as
#love, #girls, #party and #cool), have posted social media content while being physically present in the United
States, and commonly use American imagery to promote contests and prizes on social media. Further,
Respondents’ – as sophisticated advertisers – have the means to limit the reach of their online marketing
campaigns into the U.S., yet have failed to do so. Therefore, these companies are operating their online
influencer marketing campaigns in direct violation of the FTC’s Endorsement Guides and should therefore be
found by the Commission to violate Section 5 of the FTC Act.
The Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids continues to actively follow many of the tobacco industry social media
marketing campaigns described in the attached Petition. Examples of social media content documented over the
past few months are included in Appendix A attached to this letter.
In addition to the recent examples of social media marketing campaigns promoting cigarettes, Tobacco-Free
Kids has also collected evidence that documents how Philip Morris International is using social media to market
iQOS products to U.S. consumers prior to obtaining the necessary approval for sale by FDA. Examples of this
evidence were detailed in a letter to the U.S. Federal Drug Administration, which is included in Appendix B.
The tobacco companies claim that they do not advertise to kids and do not advertise tobacco products on
unrestricted online media. This Petition demonstrates that those claims are false. The FTC should, at a
minimum, require Respondents to disclose their financial support for and connection to social media influencers
promoting their brands online. Therefore, a disclosure remedy would prevent tobacco companies from
continuing to deceive American youth on social media.
Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.
Sincerely,

Matthew L. Myers, President
Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids
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APPENDIX A
Recent Examples of Tobacco Industry Social Media Marketing of Cigarettes (2018)
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1. Philip Morris International – Neuland/Newland Campaign promoting Marlboro cigarettes.
Tobacco-Free Kids has documented social media marketing for Marlboro cigarettes as part of Philip Morris
International’s “Neuland” (also spelled Newland) campaign. In 2016, Philip Morris described the campaign as
an “innovative engagement platform” that was “designed to increase our digital footprint.”

Slide	
  from	
  Philip	
  Morris	
  I nternational	
  2016	
  Investor	
  Day	
  Marketing	
  Presentation	
  delivered	
  by	
  Werner	
  B ath,	
  Senior	
  VP	
  of	
  Marketing	
  and	
  Sales.	
  The	
  
slide	
  introduces	
  the	
  “Neuland”	
  campaign	
  and	
  n otes	
  the	
  campaign	
  is	
  designed	
  to	
  increase	
  Philip	
  Morris	
  International’s	
  digital	
  footprint.	
  	
  

	
  An	
  Instagram	
  post	
  from	
  Albania	
  using	
  #neuland	
  showing	
  smoking	
  and	
  holding	
  a	
  pack	
  of	
  Marlboro	
  cigarettes.	
  The	
  photo	
  was	
  posted	
  on	
  June	
  27,	
  4	
  2018.	
  
According	
  to	
  Klear	
  influencer	
  monitoring	
  software,	
  14	
  percent	
  of	
  @cex.life	
  followers	
  are	
  based	
  in	
  the	
  United	
  States.	
  	
  

An	
  Instagram	
  post	
  from	
  Albania	
  using	
  #neuland	
  showing	
  smoking	
  and	
  a	
  pack	
  of	
  cigarettes.	
  The	
  photo	
  was	
  posted	
  June	
  22,	
  2018.	
  	
  

	
  An	
  Instagram	
  post	
  from	
  Indonesia	
  promoting	
  t he	
  Newland	
  campaign	
  from	
  July	
  11,	
  2018.	
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2. Japan Tobacco International – Freedom Music Festival promoting Winston cigarettes.

An	
  Instagram	
  post	
  from	
  Kazakhstan	
  using	
  #staytruestayfree	
  and	
  other	
  English	
  h ashtags.	
  This	
  person	
  is	
  posing	
  in	
  front	
  of	
  a	
  Winston	
  	
  
cigarette	
  brand	
  logo.	
  The	
  photo	
  w as	
  posted	
  on	
  May	
  25,	
  2018.	
  

3. Imperial Brands – For the Hunters promoting Davidoff cigarettes.

	
  

An	
  Instagram	
  post	
  from	
  Dubai	
  using	
  #forthehunters	
  that	
  shows	
  t hree	
  people	
  at	
  a	
  Davidoff	
  event.	
  The	
  Davidoff	
  	
  
cigarette	
  logo	
  can	
  be	
  seen	
  in	
  the	
  b ackground.	
  The	
  photo	
  was	
  posted	
  on	
  April	
  12,	
  2018. 	
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4. British American Tobacco – Less Smell is More promoting Dunhill cigarettes and LikeUs Party
promoting Lucky Strike cigarettes.

An	
  Instagram	
  post	
  from	
  Indonesia	
  using	
  #lessmellismore.	
  The	
  photo	
  shows	
  a	
  p ack	
  of	
  Dunhill	
  cigarettes	
  and	
  was	
  liked	
  more	
  
than	
  13k	
  times.	
  The	
  photo	
  was	
  posted	
  on	
  June	
  10,	
  2018.	
  	
  

An	
  Instagram	
  post	
  from	
  Argentina	
  using	
  #likeusargentina	
  and	
  other	
  English	
  hashtags.	
  The	
  p hoto	
  shows	
  two	
  people	
  where	
  
the	
  person	
  on	
  the	
  left	
  is	
  holding	
  a	
  cigarette.	
  The	
  photo	
  was	
  posted	
  on	
  January	
  27,	
  2018.	
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APPENDIX B
Letter to the FDA regarding Philip Morris International’s social media marketing for its
new heated tobacco product prior to obtaining FDA approval for legal sale of the product
in the United States.
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August 13, 2018
Mr. Mitchell Zeller
Director, Center for Tobacco Products
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
10903 New Hampshire Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20993
Re: Social Media Marketing of iQOS in the United States by PMI
Dear Mr. Zeller:
By this letter, we seek to bring to the attention of the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) information about how Philip Morris International (PMI) is marketing its iQOS heated
tobacco product on unrestricted social media platforms to U.S. consumers. This letter follows our
previous letter of March 23, 2018 outlining how PMI has been marketing iQOS in foreign
countries in ways that are entirely inconsistent with PMI’s representations to FDA as to how it
intends to market iQOS in the U.S.
This material bears directly on two PMI applications currently pending at FDA: (1)
PMI’s application for a marketing order (PMTA order) for iQOS under Section 910 of the Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act, as amended by the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control
Act (Tobacco Control Act); and (2) PMI’s application under Section 911 of the Tobacco Control
Act to allow iQOS to be marketed as a modified risk tobacco product (MRTP). We ask that the
material presented with this letter be considered by FDA in its evaluation of the PMI PMTA; we
also have filed this letter and the supporting material in Docket No. FDA-2017-3001 concerning
PMI’s MRTP application for iQOS.
As explained below, PMI’s marketing of iQOS on social media, seemingly targeted at the
U.S. market, shows that PMI is using social media to market iQOS in the U.S. prior to its
obtaining the required PMTA. Moreover, the evidence we have uncovered raises significant
questions about the credibility of various public claims made by PMI and its affiliates to FDA in
support of the iQOS applications.
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Both Philip Morris, USA (the intended exclusive U.S. distributor of iQOS) and PMI have
claimed that they intend to limit the domestic marketing of iQOS to adult smokers and to limit its
reach to unintended audiences such as nonsmokers and youth.1 We have documented that PMI,
in direct contradiction of the claims made to FDA, is already engaged in a massive global
marketing campaign for iQOS using foreign-based social influencers – individuals with large
followings who promote specific brands or products on social media platforms – who have a
huge number of U.S. followers and whose posts about iQOS are reaching millions of U.S.
consumers on social media platforms such as Instagram, Facebook and Twitter. In fact, the top
10 influencers posting content about iQOS on Instagram alone reached 1.06 million
Americans with each post between January 1, 2016 and March 1, 2018.2
The recent experience in the United States with Juul demonstrates the powerful impact
this type of social media marketing can have in reaching youth and adolescents. Juul used
images that are very similar to these images on social media platforms, many of which were
documented in a recent article by Huang J, et al titled, “Vaping versus JUULing: how the
extraordinary growth and marketing of JUUL transformed the US retail e-cigarette market”.3
In light of the evidence presented below, FDA should approve neither pending PMI
application without a full investigation of PMI’s social media marketing activities to determine
whether PMI is illegally engaged in marketing iQOS in the U.S. without a PMTA and whether
the company’s social media marketing contradicts the company’s representations to FDA
concerning its planned marketing of iQOS.
What is “influencer marketing”?
Advertisers may use “influencer marketing” as part of their broader social media and
online marketing mix to promote brands. Influencers are individuals who have thousands or
hundreds of thousands of social media followers who are paid or incentivized by advertisers to
promote specific brands or products on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter or other social media
platforms. A high profile influencer can be paid as little as $250 per post on social media (050,000 followers) up to $15,000+ per post (500,000-1,000,000 followers). 4
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) regulates influencer marketing practices to ensure
that consumers are not deceived into believing that a paid social media post by an individual is
organic content.5 Accordingly, relevant FTC Endorsement Guides require influencer marketing
posts to disclose whether there is a substantial (“material”) or financial connection between an
influencer and advertiser by including words like #Ad, #Sponsored, or # Promotion.6
The following examples show and describe various types of (non-tobacco product)
influencers’ marketing posts from Instagram. These sample posts show content that highlyfollowed influencers have posted to promote brands like Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC), VO5
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Hairspray and Montblanc watches. Based on the presence of the hashtag #AD, the number of
followers each influencer has and the composition of the photos, it can be determined that the
following influencers were incentivized or paid to post the following content. All of the
influencers featured below have also posted content on their social media pages featuring
iQOS.

Figure 1. Instagram post from @benny_hancock, a UK social influencer with 31 percent of his audience based in the U.S.
The photo shows a paid promotion for KFC products and features #AD to indicate the post was sponsored by KFC. This
influencer has also posted images featuring #IQOS and #AD.

Figure 2. Instagram post from @benny_hancock featuring a paid post for VO5 hair products.
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Figure 3. Instagram post from @marianodivalo, a Italian social influencer with 12 percent of his followers based in the
U.S. The photo shows a paid promotion for Montblanc watches and features #AD to indicate the content was sponsored
by Montblanc. This influencer has also posted content for #IQOS.

Figure 4. Instagram post from @marianodivalo featuring a paid post for @kronoshop – an Italian watch retailer.
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Figure 5. Instagram post from @christina_ich, a Romanian social influencer with nine percent of her followers based in
the U.S. The photo shows a paid promotion with mobile company @huaweimobilero. This influencer also posts content
featuring #IQOS and #ad.

Social media and youth exposure to tobacco advertising
PMI’s social media marketing exposes young people to social media content promoting
iQOS on platforms like Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. According to the Pew Internet Project,
92% of teens (ages 13-17 years) use the internet daily, and more than half (56%) go online
several times a day. Smartphone access by 73% of teens helps to enable this frequent internet
access. In addition, over three-quarters (76%) of teens report use of at least one social media
platform.7 An additional study measuring social media platform usage among American youth
found that 76 percent of teens and young adults (age 12-24) use Facebook and 73 percent (age
13-24) use Instagram.8
PMI’s decision to promote iQOS through social media is an extension of established
tobacco industry marketing strategies that have promoted tobacco products to adolescents. A
study based on data from the National Youth Tobacco Survey found that in 2012, 43 percent of
middle and high school students were exposed to tobacco advertising on the internet, almost
doubling the exposure level since 2000 (22.3%).9 Exposure to tobacco advertisements via the
internet among high school students susceptible to smoking cigarettes increased 73 percent from
2000 to 2011, reaching 44.7% teens.10
Among youth aged 11-18 years, those who had been exposed to tobacco promotion on
social media had more favorable attitudes towards tobacco, including a greater intention to
initiate tobacco use among those who had not yet tried tobacco products.11 In other words,
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unsurprisingly, advertising tobacco products on social media works and it works particularly
well with teens. A 2015 study assessing the role of social media in influencing tobacco-related
behavior in young people found that exposure to tobacco content on social media predicts
smoking tendency more accurately than does of exposure on television and movies.12 Finally, a
2018 study evaluating brand-sponsored Facebook pages concluded that widespread tobacco
promotion and sales were found despite Facebook’s tobacco-specific policies.13

Methodology of commissioned investigation of iQOS social media listening by the firm
Grassriots.
The Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids commissioned a social listening analysis to
identify the social media promotion of iQOS around the world, and to assess the potential reach
of this promotion in the U.S. market. The work was conducted by Toronto-based firm,
Grassriots, an award-winning agency specializing in social change movements. Grassriots has
expertise in various social media analytics and the tools used to collect this data.
To conduct this investigation, Grassriots used advanced social media analytics and
intelligence platforms functionalities to perform hashtag and user handle searches. These
platforms included Crimson Hexagon,14 Klear,15 and Lefty.16
Following the analysis of the content presented on these platforms, Grassriots was able to
identify the “top influencers” engaged in the iQOS conversation on social media during a
specific two-year time period. For this study, a “top influencer” was defined as having over
50,000 followers, having at minimum a 0.5% engagement rate (calculated as number of average
post engagements divided by number of followers), and having mentioned iQOS or used one of
the iQOS branded hashtags17 at least once in their Instagram posting history. The following
sections describe the posts of these influencers.
PMI’s influencer marketing promoting iQOS on Instagram and Twitter 18
As recognized by PMI in a 2016 internal social media guide to promote iQOS, the
importance of the use of hashtags (#) to reach consumers in an influencer marketing campaign is
key to its success, “Hashtags are gateways to being part of online conversations.” 19
Accordingly, top influencers posting hashtags on Instagram related to iQOS were
identified and their social media reach – including the total audience in the United States - was
determined.
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Top hashtags associated with iQOS
The table below identifies the most popular hashtags associated with iQOS on social
media between January 1st, 2016 and March 1st, 2018 that were then used to identify the top
influencers posting about this content.
Overview of iQOS conversation on Instagram and Twitter
Hashtag
Number in a 10,000 Post Sample
#iqos

9337

#thischangeseverything

817

#iqosteam

799

#heets

749

#philipmorris

738

#marlboro

725

#love

699

#iqosfriends

664

#instagood

650

#iqosfamily

558

#iqoslovers

541

#fashion

531

#photooftheday

522

#vape

485

#heatnotburn

483

#followme

463

#picoftheday

461

#iqosclub

426

#friends

412
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According to the Grassriots report commissioned by Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids, the
iQOS conversation on social media is large, highly engaged and growing rapidly. There was an
11 percent increase in post volume during the first three months of 2018 alone.
•! Between January 1st, 2016 and March 1st, 2018, there were 18,360 posts uploaded to
Instagram referencing iQOS or using iQOS branded hashtags.
•! Between January 1st, 2016 and March 1st, 2018, the iQOS conversation had over 1.3
billion potential views (impressions) on Twitter.
Top ten influencers (50,000 or more followers) posting content on iQOS
From the most popular hashtags identified above, top 10 influencers posting content on
iQOS were identified in the chart below. Each of the 10 influencers have a significant online
following in the United States, ranging from 8-32%of followers based in the United States.

Influencer)

Reach)

@marianodivaio! 6,300,000!

Average)
Likes/Post)

Posts)
Percentage)of)the)
Mentioning) Audience)in)the) Potential)Reach)
of)IQOS)
US)
in)the)US)

136,900!

1!

12%!

756,000!

@christina_ich!

382,000!

15,400!

1!

9%!

34,380!

@alisaueno!

295,000!

5,050!

1!

18%!

53,100!

@raluca.badulescu! 257,000!

4,490!

3!

10%!

25,700!

@hugotaylorlondon! 233,000!

3,200!

1!

10%!

23,300!

@doinitaoancea!

189,000!

2,080!

1!

11%!

20,790!

@derfaber!

186,000!

2,540!

2!

32%!

59,520!

@benny_hancock! 184,000!

7,510!

1!

31%!

57,040!

@dasha.german

155,000!

7,790!

1!

23%!

35,650!

@martamumany!

141,000!

7,790!

2!

8%!

11,280!

AGGREGATE!

8,322,000!

192,750!

14!

13%!

1,076,760!

While social media posts do not originate in the United States, iQOS influencers reach
large numbers of users inthe US, with the top 10 influencers reaching a potential 1.06 million
Americans alone per post.
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At least four of the top influencers identified above (@marianodivaio, @christina_ich,
@benny_hancock, and @alisaueno) have disclosed that they were paid to post iQOS content on
social media as identified with the use of #AD (or similar disclosures) on posts to Instagram.20

Figure 6. Instagram post from @mariandivalo (6.3 million followers, 12 percent in
the US) that uses the hashtags #iqos and #ad. The image was taken in front of a
backdrop featuring the iQOS logo.

Figure 7. Instagram post from @christina_ich (429k followers, nine percent in the
US) that uses the hashtags #iqos and #ad.
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Figure 8. Instagram post from @christina_ich (429k followers, nine percent in the US) that
uses the hashtags #iqos and #ad.

Figure 9. Instagram post from @alisueno (314k followers, 18 percent in the U.S.) that
uses #PR and #iqos.

Media coverage in the United Kingdom on the potential illegal advertising of iQOS
specifically mentioned social media posts by UK influencer Benny Hancock (@benny_hancock).
According to the news story, Benny Hancock posted several images featuring #iqos and #ad,
10

which accounts for his appearance in the top 10 influencer chart above compiled by Grassriots.
Following the news coverage on this issue in the UK, the photos noted were deleted and Benny
Hancock has denied that they were paid advertisements. 21
Additional influencers (40,000 or more followers) posting content on iQOS disclosing
financial relationships to PMI
Grassriots also identified top influencers having over 40,000 followers and mentioning or
using an iQOS branded hashtags in combination with a hashtag indicating a business partnership
with PMI or IQOS.22 Similar to the top ten influencers, these influencers are reaching thousands
of Americans, allowing PMI to effectively penetrating the US market with paid advertising
before its application has been approved.
Images below the chart include examples of this content from Instagram. Although some
of the influencers have included hashtags or content indicating that iQOS is only for adult
smokers (e.g., #foradultsmokers), this is clearly not an adequate disclosure for several reasons.
First, audiences viewing this content are not limited to adult smokers, thus PMI’s advertising is
very likely to reach social media users as young as 13 years and young people who are nonsmokers. Second, not all posts identified in this research contain this type of disclosure, Further,
hashtags like “not risk free” are not adequate to warn viewers of the health risks associated with
a product and fall far short even of the warnings PMI and Altria themselves propose in their
applications.

Influencer

Followers

Average)
Likes/Post)

Hashtags)Claiming)
Business)Relationship

Percentage)
of)the)
Audience)in)
the)US

13%

8,073

Potential)
Reach)in)
the)US

@oliviafaeh

62,100

3,645

#iqosambassador #sponsoredb
yiqos
#ad

@adrianpov

140,000

14,966

#ad #iqosrevolution #iqos

6%

8,400

@nefeligeorgala

111,499

95,889

#iqosambassador #iqos

11%

12,264

@eusuntoanara
du

49,700

546

#Iqoslover #ad
#iqosruby #trustiniqos

8%

3,976

@miguelcarrizo

41,900

854

Iqos #rompebarreras
#foradultsmokers #ad

11%

4,609

@mirelabucovic
ean

45,600

487

#iqos #ad

9%

4,104

@teresa_bass

162,000

6,139

#ad #rompebarreras #foradults
mokers

5%

8,100
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Figure 10. Instagram post from @oliviafaeh (62k followers, 13 percent in the U.S.) featuring several hashtags indicated
the post was sponsored content for Iqos.
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Figure 11. Instagram post from @adrianpov (140k followers, six percent in the U.S.) that includes #iqos and #ad
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Figures 12 and 13. Instagram posts from @adrianpov (140k followers, six percent in the US) featuring the hashtags
#iqos and #ad.
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Figure 14. Instagram post from @nefeligeorgala (112K followers, 11 percent in the U.S.) using #iqos and indicating that
she is an ambassador for iQOS.

Additional connections with social media advertising and PMI
Furthermore, in several instances, social media users are tagging content to several
Instagram accounts that appear to be run by PMI. This includes @qreator_by_Iqos in Romania
and @iqos_friends in Italy. @qreator_by_iqos leads to a website that is run by PMI.
@iqos_friends Italy appears to be an Italian social media account run by individuals associated
with PMI.
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Figure 15. Screenshot of the instagram account Qreators by Iqos, which links to a website run by PMI.
in Romania.

Figure 16. Screenshot of qreators.ro, the website featured in @qreator_by_iqos instagram bio. The notice above outlines
that the website content belongs to PMI.
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Figure 17. Instagram post from @raluca.badulescu (272k followers 10 percent in the US) using the hashtag #iqos and
tagging Qreator_by_iqos, an account run by PMI.

Figure 18. Instagram posts from @raluca.badulescu (272k followers 10
percent in the US) using the hashtag #iqos and tagging Qreator_by_iqos,
an account run by PMI.
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In addition to the social influencers identified by Grassriots detailed above, the Campaign
for Tobacco-Free Kids has identified several more social influencers with significant U.S.
followings who are posting content using iQOS hashtags on social media. Based on the use of
the hashtag #ad, this content has also been identified as paid social media promotion by PMI.

Figure 19. Instagram post from @eusuntoanaradu (50k followers, nine
percent in US) that uses the hashtags #iqos and #ad.

Figure 20. Instagram post from @eusuntoanaradu (50k followers, nine percent
in US) that uses the hashtags #iqos and #ad.
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Figure 21. Instagram post from @maurice_munteanu (156k followers, eight percent
in US) that features the hashtags #iqos and #ad.

PMI’s influencer marketing promoting iQOS on Facebook
While the same social listening data available for posts originating on Instagram and
Twitter is not available for content posted to Facebook, research by Tobacco-Free Kids indicates
that paid posts for iQOS are also present on Facebook and accessible in the United States. The
following images are a sample of posts collected from Washington, D.C. that feature
content using #iqos and #ad or #iqosambassador.
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PMI has failed to limit its reach of “unintended audiences and youth” in the U.S., despite
having the ability to do so
The evidence set out in this letter demonstrates that PMI is intentionally using influencers
to post paid iQOS content on social media platforms and without using the available mechanisms
to restrict access to adults only. If PMI – as an extraordinarily sophisticated advertiser – did not
intend to reach young U.S. consumers with its global online influencer marketing, it would have
taken steps to limit penetration of its advertising into the U.S. market. Rather, it launched a
campaign directed at teenagers in the United States.
First, PMI chose to use high profile social media influencers with a considerable U.S.
reach to market iQOS on social media. PMI – like any advertiser – has the capability to readily
study the social media analytics of each and every influencer prior to paying that influencer to
post social media content, such as how many followers an influencer has and where those
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followers are geographically located. Despite the fact that iQOS is not yet approved for legal sale
in the United States, PMI chose influencers with a strong U.S. following.
Second, PMI also has the capability to use geographic restrictions and age restrictions
available on Facebook to limit its iQOS influencer marketing content to specific locations via
social media features designed to do just that. For example, PMI’s verified iQOS account, based
in Japan, is a private account that claims to only be open to smokers over the age of 20.
Third, PMI could monitor its global influencer marketing by using social listening tools,
such as Crimson Hexagon and Klear (as we did) to ensure that its influencer marketing is not
substantially reaching “unintended audiences” such as social media users in the U.S.
Instead of taking steps to ensure that content is only available to adult smokers PMI is
paying for unrestricted content to be posted on social advertising mediums that allow children
and teenagers aged 13 and older to have accounts, follow influencers and hashtags, etc.
Influencers, by their very nature, are effective messengers for the products they promote
because of their online popularity and social influence over their peers and others who look up to
them, thereby becoming attractive role models among their networks, followers and others
exposed to their social media posts. Young adult influencers are more likely to be attractive to
teenagers. According to a NIC Monograph regarding the role of media in promoting tobacco use,
aspirational images and traits of young adults – such as attractiveness, maturity, affluence and
popularity – are the most influential to youthful audiences.23
Conclusion
The evidence disclosed in this letter shows that PMI has been using sophisticated social
media marketing to reach U.S. consumers, including youthful consumers, prior to its receipt of a
marketing order from FDA. Given the far-reaching public health implications of PMI’s PMTA
and MRTP applications and the representations made to FDA in support of those applications,
neither application should be granted until FDA fully investigates this social media marketing to
determine if PMI has violated federal law and whether it has actively misled FDA in its iQOS
applications.
Respectfully submitted,

Matthew L. Myers
President
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